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Abstract
In this paper we consider the inspection of a product of which several
characteristics have to satisfy given specication limits. A problem which
occurs in the inspection process quite often is that a measurement error
occurs in measuring the characteristics. Therefore, it is common practice
to inspect each characteristic by comparing its measurement to a test limit
which is slightly more strict than the corresponding specication limit. An
item then is accepted if for each characteristic the measurement conforms
to the corresponding test limit. However, instead of inspecting an indi-
vidual characteristic merely using its own measurement, it is (much) more
ecient to use the measurements of the other characteristics as well, es-
pecially if some of the characteristics are highly correlated. In this paper
it is shown how the measurements of all the characteristics can be used to
test whether an item is conforming.
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1 Introduction
In industry a lot of attention is devoted nowadays to quality improvement by
means of reducing the process variability. Statistical tools that can be helpful to
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achieve this are design of experiments (cf. Taguchi (1987)) and statistical process
control (cf. Shewhart (1931) and Deming (1986)). Although it is very important
to reduce the process variability and to keep the production process statistically
under control, in quite a few production processes there is still need for inspec-
tion. For example, in many large scale production processes only very few items,
i.e. only a few parts per million (ppm), are allowed to be nonconforming. Hence,
if despite the application of design of experiments and statistical process control,
still 1% of the produced items is nonconforming the specications, while the con-
sumer requires that no more than 10 ppm are nonconforming, then there is still
need for 100% inspection, i.e. all produced items should be inspected.
In Albers, Kallenberg and Otten (1994a,b) the inspection is considered of one
characteristic that has to conform a specication limit. As the measurement pro-
cess used during inspection is typically not infallible, test limits are determined
in such a way that only a fraction γ is accepted by the test limit, and is noncon-
forming the specication limit. With values of γ between 1 and 100 ppm, this
results in a test limit which in most situations is slightly more strict than the
specication limit.
Now suppose that not just one, but several characteristics of the same product
have to satisfy given specication limits and that an item is nonconforming if
there is at least one characteristic that is nonconforming its specication limit.
In practice it is quite common to inspect each characteristic by comparing its
measurement to a test limit, which because of a measurement error is slightly
more strict than the corresponding specication limit. An item is then accepted
if for each characteristic the measurement conforms to the corresponding test
limit. However, inspection of a characteristic merely using the measurement of
the characteristic itself, is not very ecient. Note that we have available the
measurements of all characteristics that have to be inspected. Hence instead we
can use for inspection these available measurements of the other characteristics
as well, and accept an item if the measurements of the characteristics fall in
some given test region. In this paper we determine a test region that results
in an (almost) optimal yield, under the restriction that the consumer risk, the
conditional probability that an item is nonconforming given that it is accepted
by the test region, falls below a prescribed bound γ.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the notation
and the model assumptions. In section 3 we show what kind of test region should
be used for the simultaneous inspection of several product characteristics. First
we present the test region which under the restriction that the consumer risk is
bounded by γ, results in an optimal yield. Due to its implicit form, this optimal
test region is very dicult to evaluate and to interpret. Therefore, we also present
a more simple test region, which results in a yield approximately equal to the
optimal yield. Due to its more simple structure we can actually determine in
section 4 the test limits that occur in this latter test region in case the parameters
are known. First we present test limits which result in a consumer risk that falls
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below the prescribed bound γ for most practical situations. Unfortunately, these
test limits can be very conservative, i.e. the consumer risk can be much smaller
than necessary, especially if the characteristics are highly correlated. Therefore,
we also present an improvement of these test limits, which results in a consumer
risk closer to the bound γ and a higher yield. In section 5 we present an example
from semiconductor industry. This example clearly shows the benets of the new
procedure: the yield improves tremendously if an item is inspected by combining
the measurements of all characteristics instead of inspecting each characteristic
by means of its own measurement. In section 6 we consider the situation that
parameters are unknown. We present estimators of the parameters involved and
we present a modication of the test limits determined in section 4, to ensure
that the expected consumer risk is approximately equal to the prescribed bound
γ.
2 Notation and model assumptions
Suppose there are k characteristics that have to satisfy certain specication limits.
To inspect an item we have measurements of all k characteristics. The vector of
measurements iseX = X + U;
where X is the vector of true values of the characteristics and U is the vector of
measurement errors. We assume that X and U are independent and multivariate
normally distributed: X  Nk(X;XX) and U  Nk(0;UU). Furthermore,
in practice the measurement error of a characteristic is typically small compared
to the total variation in the characteristic. Hence, we assume that Ul=Xl is
small for all l, where Ul and Xl are the diagonal elements of UU and XX,
respectively. In general the values of Ul=Xl lie in (0; 0:30]. Since X and U are
multivariate normally distributed, eX is multivariate normally distributed as well:eX  Nk(X;eXeX), with eXeX = XX + UU. Throughout the paper we assume
that the covariance matrices XX and UU are positive denite.
Now let us consider the inspection process. A product is called nonconforming,
if there is at least one characteristic which is nonconforming, and we call the lth
characteristic nonconforming if the true value Xl is larger than its specication
limit sl. Furthermore, we assume that large negative correlations between the
true values of the characteristics (< −0:5) do not occur. If two characteristics
are highly negatively correlated, then it is more likely that one of these has to fall
below an upper specication limit and the other one has to be larger than a lower
specication limit. In that case, by taking negative values of the characteristic
which has to satisfy a lower specication limit, we are back in a situation that
the characteristics are positively correlated and both have to fall below an upper
specication limit. On the other hand, although the correlations between the
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characteristics may become large, to avoid degeneration of the problem we do
assume that extreme values over 0.99 do not occur.
The standardized specication limits sl = (sl − Xl)=Xl will never be very
small. If they would be, the probability  = P (9l : Xl > sl) that an item is
nonconforming, would become too large. For example, if k = 1 and s1 = 0:8,
then  = 0:21, which is quite large. In a situation where  is large, one should
aim at reducing the process variability before one starts nal production and
inspection, resulting in larger specication limits and a smaller . In general, at
the moment that inspection takes place,  will typically lie in (0,0.15].
3 Test region
3.1 Optimal test region
To test whether an item is nonconforming, measurements of all k characteristics
are available. As we mentioned in the introduction, each characteristic can be
inspected by comparing its measurement to a test limit. However, since the char-
acteristics can be (highly) correlated, it is more ecient to inspect a characteris-
tic using the measurements of all characteristics, instead of its own measurement
only. In general, we can accept an item if eX 2 T , where T  Rk is some given test
region. In this subsection we determine the optimal test region, i.e. the region
that maximizes the yield, under the restriction that the consumer risk is bounded
by γ.
The consumer risk, the conditional probability that an item is nonconforming
given that it is accepted by the test region, is given by
CR = P (9l : Xl > sljeX 2 T):
Note that the restriction CR  γ is equivalent with
P (9l : Xl > sl; eX 2 T)− γP (eX 2 T)  0;
and the problem of nding the test region which under the restriction CR  γ,
maximizes the yield, can be solved using the Neyman-Pearson lemma. Consider
the problem of nding the function , with (~x) 2 [0; 1], which subject toZ
(~x)[P (9l : Xl > sljeX = ~x)− γ]feX(~x)d~x  0;
maximizesZ
(~x)f
eX(~x)d~x:
The Neyman-Pearson lemma states that the solution to this problem is given by
(~x) =

1 if P (9l : Xl > sljeX = ~x) < c
0 if P (9l : Xl > sljeX = ~x) > c;
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with c such thatZ
(~x)[P (9l : Xl > sljeX = ~x)− γ]feX(~x)d~x = 0:
Hence, the test region that maximizes the yield under the restriction CR  γ is
given by
T  = f~x 2 RkjP (9l : Xl > sljeX = ~x) < cg; (3.1)
with c such that CR = P (9l : Xl > sljeX 2 T ) = γ. Unfortunately, due
to the multivariate probability involved in the test region T , it is not easily
veried whether an item conforms to this test region. Therefore, in the next
subsection, we present a test region for which it is much easier to check whether
the vector of measurements of all characteristics falls in this test region, and
which is approximately equal to the test region T  from (3.1).
3.2 Approximation of the optimal test region
The distribution of Xl conditional on eX is given by
XljeX  N Xl + TXlX-1eXeX(eX− X); 2Xl − TXlX-1eXeXXlX ; (3.2)
where XlX = Cov(Xl;X), which is the l
th column of XX. Since X and U are
independent and multivariate normally distributed, for all l = 1; : : : ; k, we can
write
eX = al + blXl + Zl; (3.3)
with Zl  Nk(0;l) independent of Xl and
bl = XlX=
2
Xl
; al = X − blXl and l = eXeX − blbTl 2Xl : (3.4)
As XX and UU are positive denite, l = 
eXeX
− blbTl 2Xl = XX −
XlX
T
XlX=
2
Xl
+ UU is positive denite as well, and for all l = 1; : : : ; k, we
can dene the linear combination eYl = bTl -1l eX. Furthermore, dene
l = bTl 
-1
l al; l = b
T
l 
-1
l bl;
Zl = bTl 
-1
l Zl; 
2
Zl
= Var(Zl) = bTl 
-1
l bl; l = Zl=(lXl);
(3.5)
and note that 2Zl = l. Then the linear combination is equal to
eYl = l+lXl+Zl,
with 
eYl
= EeYl = l + lXl and Var(eYl) = bTl -1l eXeX-1l bl = 2l 2Xl(1 + 2l ).
Furthermore, we have
bTl 
-1
l = b
T
l 
-1
l eXeX
-1
eXeX
= bTl 
-1
l (blb
T
l 
2
Xl
+ l)-1
eXeX
= (l2Xl + 1)
T
XlX
-1
eXeX
=2Xl = l(1 + 
2
l )
T
XlX
-1
eXeX
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and (3.2) can be replaced by
XljeX  N Xl + (eYl − eYl)=[l(1 + 2l )]; 1=[l(1 + 2l )] : (3.6)
Hence, with  the standard normal distribution function and a = −1(1− c), we
have
P (Xl > sljeX) < c()eYl < eYl + l(1 + 2l )(sl − Xl)− aZlp1 + 2l : (3.7)
Let T 0 be the region for which the last line of (3.7) holds true for all l = 1; : : : ; k,
i.e.
T 0 = f~x 2 RkjbTl -1l ~x < t0l 8l = 1; : : : ; kg; (3.8)
where t0l = eYl + l(1 + 
2
l )(sl − Xl)− aZl
p
1 + 2l . Note that if eX 62 T 0, i.e. if
the last line of (3.7) is not true for some l, then P (9l : Xl > sljeX)  P (Xl >
sljeX)  c and eX 62 T . This implies that if eX lies in the optimal test region T ,
then it will also lie in the region T 0. Moreover, the test regions T  and T 0 are
approximately equal, i.e. the yield and the consumer risk corresponding to T , are
approximately equal to the yield and consumer risk, respectively, corresponding
to the test region T 0, which can be shown as follows.
First of all note that as TXlX
-1
eXeX
eX has maximal correlation with Xl (see
Anderson (1958)), bTl 
-1
l
eX = l(1 + 2l )TXlX-1eXeX eX has maximal correlation
with Xl as well. The correlation between Xl and eYl (also known as the multiple
correlation coecient of Xl and eX), equals
l = 1=
p
1 + 2l : (3.9)
As the linear combination eYl has maximal correlation with Xl, its correlation
with Xl will be at least as large as the correlation of eXl with Xl, which is equal
to (1 + 2Ul=
2
Xl
)−1=2. This implies that l  (1 + 2Ul=2Xl)−1=2 and therefore
l  Ul=Xl . Note that as Ul=Xl is assumed to be small, l will be small as
well, which will be used to show that the regions T  and T 0 are approximately
equal.
As we already mentioned, eX 2 T  implies eX 2 T 0 and hence for the dierence
in yield between the two test regions T  and T 0, we have
P (eX 2 T 0)− P (eX 2 T ) =
P (eX 2 T 0)− P (eX 2 T  \ eX 2 T 0) = P (eX 2 T 0 \ eX 62 T ):
Let
R(eX) = P (Xl < sl 8 l jeX)− P (eYl < t0l 8 l < k;Xk < skjeX):
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Note that if eX 2 T 0, then R(eX) = P (Xl < sl 8 ljeX) − P (Xk < skjeX). Furter-
more, eX 62 T  is equivalent with P (Xl < sl 8 ljeX) = 1−P (9l : Xl > sljeX) < 1−c.
Hence, if eX 2 T 0, then eX 62 T  is equivalent with P (Xk < skjeX) < 1− c−R(eX),
which in its turn is equivalent with eYk > eYk + k(1 + 2k)(sk − Xk)− −1(1 −
c−R(eX))Zkp1 + 2k. Hence for the dierence in yield we have
P (eX 2 T 0)− P (eX 2 T ) = P (eX 2 T 0 \ eX 62 T )
= P (eYl < t0l 8l < k;

eYk
+ k(1 + 2k)(sk−Xk)−−1(1− c−R(eX))Zkp1 + 2k < eYk < t0k)
 P (
eYk
+ k(1 + 2k)(sk−Xk)−−1(1− c−R(eX))Zkp1 + 2k < eYk < t0k)
= 
hp
1 + 2ksk −−1(1− c)k
i
−
hp
1 + 2ksk − −1(1− c−R(eX))ki :
Note that as UU ! 0, the random variable XljeX converges to Xl for all l =
1; : : : ; k. This implies that as UU ! 0, the last line of (3.7) is asymptotically
equivalent with Xl < sl, and thus R(eX) ! 0. Hence the dierence in yield is
o(k), as UU ! 0. Similarly, one can verify that the dierence in the consumer
risk between the test regions T  and T 0 is o(k), as UU ! 0.
Although a is still implicitly dened, the test region T 0 is explicit in terms of
the measurements, and hence the test region T 0 is much easier to interpret than
the test region T . Using the test region T 0, one should accept an item if for
all l = 1; : : : ; k, the linear combination eYl = bTl -1l eX falls below the test limit
t0l = eYl +l(1 +
2
l )(sl−Xl)−aZl
p
1 + 2l . However, instead of the test region
T 0, we prefer to use the test region
T = f~x 2 RkjbTl -1l ~x < l + lsl − aZl 8l = 1; : : : ; kg; (3.10)
which can be found by neglecting the terms 2l in the test limit t
0
l for all l =
1; : : : ; k. It is clear that the test limits in T are even more simple than the test
limits in T 0, while the dierence in yield and consumer risk between T 0 and T ,
is only o(
P
l l). This implies that the dierence in yield and consumer risk
between T  and T also is o(
P
l l). Besides the fact that the test limits are more
simple, another advantage of using the test region T instead of T 0, is that the test
limit in T for the lth linear combination is similar to the test limit that occurs in
Albers, Arts and Kallenberg (1998b), where one considers the inspection of one
characteristic, by means of a linear combination of measurements of two or more
correlated characteristics. Using the test region T instead of T 0, enables us to use
these results on inspection of one characteristic, in case parameters are unknown.
Now that we have found a tractable test region which results in a yield and
consumer risk approximately equal to the yield and consumer risk using T , the
next step is to determine the test limits, or equivalently to determine a in (3.10),
such that the consumer risk is approximately equal to γ.
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4 Test limits if parameters are known
4.1 Test limits using an upper bound for the consumer
risk
To inspect whether the characteristics satisfy the specication limits, i.e. whether
Xl < sl for all l = 1; : : : ; k, we look at the linear combinations eY1; : : : ; eYk and we
accept an item as conforming if these linear combinations fall below the test limits
t1; : : : ; tk, respectively, with tl = l + lsl − aZl (see (3.10)). Since the linear
combinations eY1; : : : ; eYk are not perfectly correlated with X1; : : : ; Xk, respectively,
we will make errors in accepting or rejecting items. The consumer risk is the
conditional probability that at least one characteristic is nonconforming, given
that an item is accepted by the test limits. In formula, with r = 1; : : : ; k,
CR = P (9l : Xl > sljeYr < tr8r): (4.1)
Since the probability of making an error for two characteristics is much smaller
than of making an error for one characteristic, we write
CR =
kP
l=1
P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r)−R1: (4.2)
It is easily veried that the remainder R1  0 and hence
P
l P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r)
is an upper bound for CR. Furthermore, for the values of the correlations between
the true values under consideration (i.e. (Xi; Xj)  0:99, 8i 6= j),
P
l P (Xl >
sljeYr < tr8r) is a very accurate approximation of CR (cf. Arts (1998)).
Next we take a look at P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r), which occurs on the right-hand
side of (4.2). This is the probability that the lth characteristic is nonconforming,
given that an item is accepted by all the test limits. Note that to decide whether
the lth characteristic is conforming, the event eYl < tl will play the most important
role, as of all linear combinations, eYl has the largest correlation with Xl. If the
correlations between the characteristics are small, then the correlations betweeneYr and Xl will be small for all r 6= l, and neglecting the events eYr < tr for all
r 6= l, will probably result in a good approximation of P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r).
More general, in theorem 4.1 we show that if the linear combinations are positively
correlated, we nd an upper bound for P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r), if we ignore the
events eYr < tr for all r 6= l. To prove this we make use of the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let V = (V1; : : : ; Vk) be multivariate normally distributed, with
mean EV = 0, VV positive denite with diagonal elements equal to 1 and all
other elements nonnegative, then if w  q,
P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl < w)  P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl < q) 8l = 1; : : : ; k: (4.3)
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Proof. First observe that P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl = vl) is decreasing in vl if Vl is
nonnegatively correlated with Vr for all r 6= l. Then we have, with  the standard
normal density function,
P (Vr < vr8r 6= l; q < Vl < w) =
Z w
q
P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl = vl)(vl)dvl

Z w
q
P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl = q)(vl)dvl
= P (q < Vl < w)P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl = q)
=
P (q < Vl < w)
P (Vl < q)
Z q
−1
P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl = q)(vl)dvl
 P (q < Vl < w)
P (Vl < q)
Z q
−1
P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl = vl)(vl)dvl
= P (q < Vl < w)P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl < q):
Hence
P (Vr < vr8r 6= l; Vl < w)  P (Vl < w)P (Vr < vr8r 6= ljVl < q);
and dividing by P (Vl < w) we arrive at (4.3). 
Now we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. If (eYr; eYq)  0, 8 r 6= q = 1; : : : ; k, then
P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r)  P (Xl > sljeYl < tl): (4.4)
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that EXl=0 and Var(Xl)=1 for all
l, so al = 0 and bl = Cov(Xl;X), for all l = 1; : : : ; k in (3.4). Dene eY−l as the
vector with elements eYr; r 6= l. Writing eYr = bTr-1r eX = bTr-1r (blXl + Zl) and
noting that bTl 
-1
l bl = l = 
2
Zl
(see (3.5)), it is easily veried that (eY−l; Xl; eYl)
is multivariate normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix264 Var(
eY−l) fcbTr-1r blgr 6=l fcbTr-1r blgr 6=l(1 + l)
frbTr-1r blgr 6=l 1 l
frbTr-1r blgr 6=l(1 + l) l l(1 + l)
375; (4.5)
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where fcargr 6=l and frargr 6=l are a column and row, respectively, with elements
ar; r 6= l. The distribution of eY−l conditioned on Xl = xl; eYl = ~yl, equalseY−ljXl = xl; eYl = ~yl  Nk−1 fcbTr-1r blgr 6=l~yl=l;Var(eY−ljeYl) ;
which implies that
P (eYr < tr8r 6= ljXl = xl; eYl = ~yl) = P (eYr < tr8r 6= ljeYl = ~yl): (4.6)
Consequently, with fXl;eYl the joint density function of Xl and
eYl, we have
P (Xl > sl; eYr < tr8r)
=
Z tl
−1
Z 1
sl
P (eYr < tr8r 6= ljXl = xl; eYl = ~yl)fXl;eYl(xl; ~yl)dxld~yl
=
Z tl
−1
P (eYr < tr8r 6= ljeYl = ~yl)P (Xl > sljeYl = ~yl)feYl(~yl)d~yl
=
Z tl
−1
P (eYr < tr8r 6= ljeYl = ~yl)h1−p1 + lsl − ~yl=p1 + lifeYl(~yl)d~yl:
Using integration by parts and lemma 4.1, respectively, writing Y D for the yield
P (eYr < tr8r), we nd that
P (Xl > sl; eYr < tr8r) = Y Dh1− p1 + lsl − tl=p1 + li
− 1p
1 + l
Z tl
−1

p
1 + lsl − ~yl=
p
1 + l

P (eYr < tr8r 6= l; eYl < ~yl)d~yl
 Y D
h
1−
p
1 + lsl − tl=
p
1 + l
i
− Y D
P (eYl < tl) 1p1 + l
Z tl
−1

p
1 + lsl − ~yl=
p
1 + l

P (eYl < ~yl)d~yl:
Using integration by parts once more and dividing by the yield, we arrive at
P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r)
 1− 1
P (eYl < tl)
Z tl
−1

p
1 + lsl − ~yl=
p
1 + l

f
eYl
(~yl)d~yl
= 1− P (Xl < sljeYl < tl) = P (Xl > sljeYl < tl): 
Theorem 4.1 together with (4.2) implies that if the linear combinations are all
positively correlated, then
CR 
kP
l=1
P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r)  kP
l=1
P (Xl > sljeYl < tl): (4.7)
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That means that we have found an upper bound for CR, which is the sum of
individual consumer risks CRl = P (Xl > sljeYl < tl). However, as also negative
correlations between the true values can occur, the linear combinations are not
necessarily positively correlated. This implies that P (Xl > sljeYl < tl) may be
a lower bound for P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r) instead of an upper bound if linear
combinations are negatively correlated. This is for example the case if k = 2
and (eY1; eY2) < 0, which can be shown in the same way as in which we proved
theorem 4.1. Note however, that negative correlations will not occur very often
and the negative correlations that do occur will not be very large. Therefore, ifP
l P (Xl > sljeYl < tl) is not an upper bound for Pl P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r), then
it still will be approximately equal to
P
l P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r) (which in its turn
is approximately equal to CR).
We can now determine a such that the \upper bound"
P
l P (Xl > sljeYl < tl),
denoted by CRU , is equal to γ. In case the linear combinations are positively
correlated, this results in a consumer risk that falls below the prescribed bound
γ. Although it may be possible to numerically calculate a such that CRU is
equal to γ, we prefer to nd an approximate solution for a. The reason for doing
so is that in case parameters are unknown, correction of a is needed to control
the eects on the consumer risk of having to estimate the parameters. Unlike
the exact numerical results, the approximation of a is of a simple structure and
is explicit in terms of the parameters, which makes it possible to evaluate such
correction terms.
Dene
Xl =
Xl − Xl
Xl
; sl =
sl − Xl
Xl
; Zl = − Zl
Zl
; (4.8)
then for the individual consumer risk CRl = P (Xl > sljeYl < tl) we have
CRl =
P (Xl > sl; eYl < tl)
P (eYl < tl) = P (
Xl > sl; Xl − l Zl < sl − al)
P ( Xl − l Zl < sl − al)
=
R1
a
[[sl + l(zl − a)]−(sl)](zl)dzl
[l(sl − al)] :
(4.9)
As explained in section 3.2, l will be small and we can approximate CRl using
expansion in powers of l. This results in
CRU(a) :=
kP
l=1
CRl =
kX
l=1
l
(sl)
(sl)

g1(a)− 12lslg2(a) +
(sl)−[l(sl−al)]
(sl)
g1(a)

+O(
P
l
3
l );
(4.10)
where
gk(a) =
Z 1
a
(e− a)k(e)de:
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Let aUe be the value of a that satises CRU(aUe ) = γ. Using the approximation
of CRU(a) in (4.10), we determine a rst and second order approximation of aUe
denoted by aU1 and a
U
2 , respectively, that satisfy CRU(a
U
1 ) = γ + O(
P
l 
2
l ) and
CRU(aU2 ) = γ +O(
P
l 
3
l ).
Dene
Al = l
(sl)
(sl)
; Cl = −12lsl and Dl(a) =
(sl)− [l(sl − al)]
(sl)
; (4.11)
then
CRU(a) =
kP
l=1
Alfg1(a) + Clg2(a) +Dl(a)g1(a)g+O(
P
l
3
l ): (4.12)
The rst order approximation aU1 is found by setting the leading term in (4.12),P
lAlg1(a), equal to γ. This results in
aU1 = g
−1
1

γ
. kP
l=1
Al

: (4.13)
The second order approximation is obtained by letting aU2 = a
U
1 + , expand-
ing CRU(aU2 ) around CRU(a
U
1 ) using (4.12), and then determining  such that
CRU(aU2 ) = γ +O(
P
l 
3
l ). This results in
aU2 = a
U
1 +
kP
l=1
n
(aU1 )
2 + 1− aU1k(aU1 )

AlCl
+ [k(aU1 )− aU1 ]AlDl(aU1 )
o. kP
l=1
Al;
(4.14)
where
k(a) = (a)=[1−(a)]:
To see how accurate this second order approximation of aUe is, we have calculated
a variety of numerical examples, where two or three characteristics have to satisfy
a specication limit, with γ varying from 1 up to 100 ppm, the relative size of
the measurement errors (Ul=Xl) varying from 0.1 up to 0.3, the standardized
specication limits (sl) varying from 1.5 up to 2.5 and the correlations between
the true values of the characteristics (12 = (X1; X2)) varying from −0:5 up to
0.99. We did not consider the examples with small specication limits in combi-
nation with large measurement errors, as for these examples the yield becomes
unacceptably low, under 50%.
From these examples we can conclude that aU2 is a very accurate approximation
of aUe , as CRU(a
U
2 ) is very close to γ. The relative error (CRU(a
U
2 )− γ)=γ is not
larger than 0.05 in the examples we considered, and often even much smaller, see
Arts (1998).
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Besides CRU(aU2 ), we also evaluated CR(aU2 ), the actual consumer risk using
the test limit tU2l = l +lsl−aU2Zl. It turns out that the test limits can be very
conservative in case large positive correlations occur. If k = 2 and 12 = 0:99,
the largest correlation between the true values we considered, then the relative
error (CR(aU2 )− γ)=γ varies from −0:25 down to −0:39. Also for 12 = 0:7, the
relative error is quite large, varying from −0:15 down to −0:25. If k = 3, the
relative error is about −0:50 if all correlations are very large ( 0:95).
As we already mentioned, if negative correlations occur, then CRU is no
longer an upper bound, and using the test limits such that CRU is approximately
equal to γ, may result in a consumer risk larger than γ. However, the relative error
in the consumer risk does not become very large, as large negative correlations
do not occur in practice. For the numerical examples with k = 2, we see that the
relative error (CR(aU2 )− γ)=γ varies from 0.01 up to 0.28 if 12 = −0:5. If k = 3
and some of the correlations are negative, then relative errors are found of up to
0.25.
In general we can conclude that the test limits tU2l = l + lsl − aU2Zl , l =
1; : : : ; k, result in a consumer risk quite close to γ if the correlations are small, or
if some of the correlations are negative. However, if all correlations are positive
and some of the correlations are large, then the test limits are very conservative
and the yield can be improved. In the next section we present a modication of
aU2 , which results in a consumer risk that is quite close to γ.
4.2 Improvement of the test limits
The improved test limit for the lth linear combination is equal to t2l = l +lsl−
a2Zl, where
a2 = aU2 + [k(a
U
1 )− aU1 ]
kP
l=1
AlBl
. kP
l=1
Al; (4.15)
with aU2 from (4.14) and
Bl =
P ( Xr < sr8r 6= lj Xl = sl)
P ( Xr < sr8r 6= lj Xl < sl) − 1: (4.16)
For technical details on how this test limit is derived, we refer to Arts (1998),
and in the Appendix we briefly clarify the modication of aU2 . Here we explain
the eect on the consumer risk of using a2 instead of aU2 .
Note that if the characteristics are positively correlated, Bl  0, so that
a2  aU2 and the test limit t2l = l + lsl − a2Zl is less strict than the test
limit tU2l = l + lsl − aU2Zl. So using the test limits t2l, l = 1; : : : ; k, instead
of tU2l, l = 1; : : : ; k, results in a higher yield if the characteristics are positively
correlated. Of course this test limit is only acceptable if the consumer risk is not
much larger than γ. Note that if the correlations are small, the consumer risk
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using aU2 is close to γ, and the increase in the consumer risk replacing aU2 by a2
should be small in that case. As Bl will be close to zero if the correlations are
small, indeed a2 will be close to aU2 and CR(a2) will just as CR(a
U
2 ) be close to
γ. On the other hand, if large positive correlations occur, Bl will be close to −1
and CR(a2) will be much larger than CR(aU2 ). Note however that in that case
CR(aU2 ) was much smaller than γ, and the consumer risk can increase quite a bit,
before it will exceed γ. To examine whether the consumer risk using a2 instead
of aU2 exceeds γ, and if it does, how much larger the consumer risk is, we evaluate
a number of numerical examples, the results of which are presented in tables 4.1
(k = 2) and 4.2 (k = 3). We evaluate  = P (9l : Xl > sl), a2, the realized
consumer risk CR(a2) and the realized yield Y D(a2).
Table 4.1. The value of , a2, the corresponding consumer risk CR(a2) and the yield YD(a2),
with γ = 20 ppm and k = 2 for dierent values of 12, s1, s2 and U1=X1 = U2=X2 . The
measurement errors are independent.
12  a2 CR(a2) Y D(a2)  a2 CR(a2) Y D(a2)
s1 = 1:5, s2 = 1:5 s1 = 2:0, s2 = 2:0
U1=X1 = U2=X2 = 0:1 U1=X1 = U2=X2 = 0:3
−0.50 0.13 2.84 20.95 77.50 0.05 2.86 22.79 73.30
−0.30 0.13 2.83 20.56 77.81 0.05 2.86 21.83 73.38
−0.10 0.13 2.82 20.19 78.36 0.05 2.86 20.75 74.03
0.00 0.13 2.82 20.03 78.72 0.04 2.85 20.24 74.53
0.10 0.13 2.81 19.87 79.15 0.04 2.85 19.78 75.14
0.30 0.12 2.79 19.58 80.17 0.04 2.84 19.01 76.68
0.50 0.12 2.77 19.28 81.47 0.04 2.82 18.44 78.74
0.70 0.11 2.75 18.91 83.18 0.04 2.79 18.10 81.61
0.90 0.09 2.71 18.38 85.85 0.03 2.73 18.50 86.53
0.95 0.08 2.69 18.30 87.03 0.03 2.69 19.50 88.73
0.99 0.07 2.64 19.34 89.01 0.03 2.63 22.40 91.31
s1 = 1:5, s2 = 2:0 s1 = 2:0, s2 = 2:5
U1=X1 = U2=X2 = 0:1 U1=X1 = U2=X2 = 0:3−0.50 0.09 2.72 20.59 84.68 0.03 2.72 21.56 82.23
−0.30 0.09 2.72 20.39 84.76 0.03 2.72 21.17 82.09
−0.10 0.09 2.71 20.14 84.98 0.03 2.72 20.56 82.29
0.00 0.09 2.71 20.02 85.15 0.03 2.72 20.23 82.52
0.10 0.09 2.70 19.91 85.35 0.03 2.72 19.91 82.82
0.30 0.08 2.69 19.70 85.88 0.03 2.71 19.36 83.66
0.50 0.08 2.67 19.53 86.61 0.03 2.69 19.00 84.87
0.70 0.08 2.65 19.36 87.56 0.03 2.67 18.96 86.61
0.90 0.07 2.62 19.27 88.86 0.02 2.62 19.59 89.40
0.95 0.07 2.61 19.24 89.25 0.02 2.59 19.62 90.48
0.99 0.07 2.57 19.11 89.83 0.02 2.55 19.54 91.85
In both tables 4.1 and 4.2, we see that in almost every situation with positive
correlations, the consumer risk is smaller than γ. So, the test limit t2l = l+lsl−
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Table 4.2. The value of , a2, the corresponding consumer risk CR(a2) and the yield YD(a2),
with γ = 20 ppm and k = 3, for dierent values of 12, 13 and 23, s1, s2 and s3 and
U1=X1 = U2=X2 = U3=X3 . The measurement errors are independent.
(12; 13; 23)  a2 CR(a2) Y D(a2)  a2 CR(a2) Y D(a2)
s1 = s2 = 1:5, s3 = 2:0 s1 = s2 = s3 = 2:0
Ul=Xl = 0:1 Ul=Xl = 0:3
(−0.50,−0.50,0.95) 0.13 2.83 21.00 77.66 0.05 2.88 22.64 74.52
(−0.50,−0.50,0.70) 0.14 2.86 20.92 75.91 0.06 2.94 22.02 67.02
(−0.50,−0.50,0.50) 0.15 2.87 20.96 74.92 0.06 2.96 22.45 64.14
(−0.50,−0.50,0.30) 0.15 2.88 21.04 74.17 0.07 2.97 23.08 62.18
(−0.30,−0.30,0.95) 0.13 2.83 20.55 77.97 0.05 2.88 21.71 74.66
(−0.30,−0.30,0.70) 0.14 2.85 20.45 76.26 0.06 2.94 20.78 67.39
(−0.30,−0.30,0.30) 0.15 2.88 20.55 74.57 0.07 2.97 21.57 62.50
(−0.30,−0.30,0.10) 0.15 2.89 20.67 74.02 0.07 2.98 22.27 60.99
( 0.00, 0.00,0.00) 0.15 2.87 20.03 75.08 0.07 2.98 20.27 62.63
( 0.30, 0.30,0.30) 0.14 2.83 19.26 77.63 0.06 2.95 17.99 67.92
( 0.30, 0.30,0.70) 0.13 2.82 19.11 78.92 0.06 2.92 17.61 71.77
( 0.30, 0.30,0.95) 0.12 2.80 19.15 80.28 0.05 2.86 18.76 77.67
( 0.50, 0.50,0.70) 0.12 2.80 18.65 80.36 0.05 2.90 16.94 74.21
( 0.50, 0.50,0.95) 0.12 2.78 18.65 81.56 0.05 2.85 17.96 79.52
( 0.70, 0.70,0.70) 0.11 2.77 18.09 82.28 0.05 2.87 16.48 77.56
( 0.90, 0.90,0.90) 0.09 2.73 17.18 85.73 0.04 2.79 16.58 85.64
( 0.95, 0.95,0.95) 0.08 2.71 16.94 87.06 0.03 2.74 17.72 88.90
( 0.95, 0.95,0.99) 0.08 2.69 17.00 87.32 0.03 2.72 18.60 89.87
s1 = 1:5, s2 = s3 = 2:0 s1 = s2 = 2:0, s3 = 2:5
Ul=Xl = 0:1 Ul=Xl = 0:3
(−0.50,−0.50,0.95) 0.10 2.74 20.66 83.70 0.05 2.83 22.33 76.37
(−0.50,−0.50,0.70) 0.10 2.77 20.64 81.91 0.05 2.87 22.26 72.17
(−0.50,−0.50,0.50) 0.11 2.78 20.71 81.20 0.05 2.88 22.43 70.39
(−0.50,−0.50,0.30) 0.11 2.79 20.80 80.74 0.05 2.89 22.80 69.25
(−0.30,−0.30,0.95) 0.10 2.74 20.40 83.81 0.05 2.83 21.55 76.45
(−0.30,−0.30,0.70) 0.10 2.77 20.34 82.07 0.05 2.87 21.25 72.32
(−0.30,−0.30,0.30) 0.11 2.79 20.47 80.91 0.05 2.89 21.65 69.28
(−0.30,−0.30,0.10) 0.11 2.79 20.57 80.61 0.05 2.90 22.09 68.43
( 0.00, 0.00,0.00) 0.11 2.78 20.02 81.27 0.05 2.90 20.26 69.72
( 0.30, 0.30,0.30) 0.10 2.75 19.36 82.95 0.05 2.87 18.33 73.59
( 0.30, 0.30,0.70) 0.10 2.73 19.25 83.78 0.05 2.85 18.31 75.88
( 0.30, 0.30,0.95) 0.09 2.71 19.33 85.12 0.04 2.82 18.90 79.15
( 0.50, 0.50,0.70) 0.09 2.72 18.88 84.83 0.04 2.83 17.67 78.03
( 0.50, 0.50,0.95) 0.09 2.70 18.93 85.95 0.04 2.80 18.25 80.87
( 0.70, 0.70,0.70) 0.08 2.69 18.44 86.26 0.04 2.80 17.24 81.10
( 0.90, 0.90,0.90) 0.07 2.65 17.86 88.57 0.03 2.73 17.61 87.33
( 0.95, 0.95,0.95) 0.07 2.63 17.69 89.22 0.03 2.68 18.36 89.84
( 0.95, 0.95,0.99) 0.07 2.63 18.00 89.23 0.03 2.67 18.13 90.16
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a2Zl is more strict than necessary in most situations, but it is less conservative
than the test tU2l = l + lsl − aU2Zl. The test limits result in a consumer risk
quite close to γ if k = 2. If k = 3, the consumer risk can be a bit small for lr
equal to 0.7 and 0.9, especially if the specication limits are all equal. If some of
the correlations are negative, then the consumer risk is quite close to γ, for both
k = 2 and k = 3.
Of course their are many more combinations of specication limits, measure-
ment errors and values of γ possible, than the ones we presented in tables 4.1
and 4.2. First of all, in most situations the relative error in the consumer risk,
(CR(a2) − γ)=γ is getting smaller if γ increases. If k = 2, the relative error for
the same examples as in table 4.1, varies from −0.11 up to 0.22 if γ equals 1
ppm, from −0.10 up to 0.14 if γ equals 20 ppm, and from −0.08 up to 0.04 if γ
equals 100 ppm. We see that especially the positive relative error, which occurs
if the characteristics are negatively correlated, becomes smaller if γ increases. If
k = 3, then the relative error in the consumer risk varies from −0.20 up to 0.25
if γ is equal to 1 ppm, from −0.23 up to 0.15 if γ equals 20 ppm and from −0.16
up to 0.10 if γ equals 100 ppm.
Secondly, we consider examples with the same value of γ and the same mea-
surement errors and correlations as in tables 4.1 and 4.2, but other specication
limits. If the specication limits are larger than the specication limits from
tables 4.1 and 4.2, the relative error in the consumer risk is smaller. Note that
smaller specication limits are not of practical interest, as then the percentage of
nonconforming items will be too large.
We conclude with examples in which the relative size of the measurement
errors dier from the ones in tables 4.1 and 4.2. For larger measurement errors,
we observe a larger consumer risk. That implies that if the consumer risk is larger
than γ, the relative error will become larger if the measurement error becomes
larger. For example, if k = 2 and s1 = s2 = 1:5, then the consumer risk goes up
to 22.83 if Ul=Xl is equal to 0.2 for l = 1; 2. If the correlations are positive, then
the consumer risk is smaller than γ, hence in that case smaller measurement errors
will result in larger relative errors. However, the relative error in the consumer
risk is still not very large. For k = 2, with the specication limits both equal to
1.5, the consumer risk goes down to 17.28 if Ul=Xl, l = 1; 2 is equal to 0.01.
As the test limits determined in this section result in a consumer risk quite
close to γ, these are the test limits we propose and which we will apply to an
example from semiconductor industry in the next section.
5 An example from semiconductor industry
In this section we will illustrate by means of an example from Philips Semicon-
ductors Nijmegen, how the yield can be improved when inspection takes place
by inspecting each characteristic by means of a linear combination instead of the
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measurement of the characteristic. As we mentioned in section 4, if parameters
are unknown, the test limits should be modied to correct for the eects on the
consumer risk of estimating the parameters. As the modications needed will
hardly influence the dierence between the yield if linear combinations are used
and the yield if the measurements of the characteristics are used, here we will
neglect these modications. However, if in practice one wants to ensure that on
the long run the average consumer risk is (approximately) equal to γ, then these
modications are necessary. The values of the parameters we will mention are
actually estimates of the parameters.
The example concerns a product of which two characteristics are measured
with a large measurement error. The relative sizes of the measurement errors are
U1=X1 = 0:347 and U2=X2 = 0:371. The standardized specication limits for
these two characteristics are s1 = 1:85 and s2 = 2:40. Besides these two char-
acteristics there are another 8 characteristics that are inspected (characteristic 3
up to 10) and the measurements of these characteristics are somewhat correlated
with the measurements of the rst two characteristics. Characteristics 3 up to 6
are mainly correlated with the rst characteristic (correlations between the true
values of 0.35 up to 0.45 with characteristic 1 and 0.07 up to 0.18 with charac-
teristic 2) and characteristics 7 up to 10 are mainly correlated with the second
characteristic (correlations between the true values of 0.03 up to 0.16 with char-
acteristic 1 and 0.36 up to 0.60 with characteristic 2). Except for characteristic
6, the specication limits of characteristics 3 up to 10 are very large. The stan-
dardized specication limits (sl) are larger than 8. As the measurement errors
in measuring these characteristics are not extremely large (Ul=Xl < 0:18), the
probability that at least one of these characteristics is nonconforming is negligible.
For characteristic 6 we have a bit smaller but still quite large standardized speci-
cation limit of s6 = 3:04, and a very small measurement error: U6=X6 = 0:01.
Consequently, the consumer risk will be mainly determined by the errors made
in accepting the rst two characteristics. The percentage of items that conforms
to the specication limits, before inspection takes place, is equal to 95.9%.
First of all we take a look at the consumer risk and yield when the character-
istics are inspected by means of their own measurements only. The test limits for
the measurements of the characteristics are determined similarly as in section 4. If
γ equals 20 ppm, then a = 2:87 and the standardized test limits for the measure-
ments eX1, eX2 and eX6 are t1 = (t1−X1)= eX1 = 0:80, t2 = (t2−X2)= eX2 = 1:25
and t6 = (t6 − X6)= eX6 = 3:01, which results in a yield equal to 69.35%. The
actual consumer risk is equal to 18.49 ppm, so the test limits are a bit conser-
vative. If we take γ equal to 100 ppm, then a = 2:34 and the test limits are
equal to t1 = 0:98, t2 = 1:44 and t6 = 3:01, and the yield equals 75.53%. In that
case the actual consumer risk is equal to 91.75, so again the test limits are a bit
conservative.
Note that if we use the measurements of the characteristics themselves for
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inspection, the relative error in predicting the true value of the lth characteristic
is given by Ul=Xl. If we use linear combinations, the relative error in predicting
the true value of the lth characteristic is given by l = Zl=(lXl), which is
smaller than Ul=Xl (cf. section 3.2). For characteristic 6, the relative error
in predicting the true value by its measurement is already small (U6=X6 =
0:0104) and the improvement using a linear combination of the measurements of
all 10 characteristics is very small (6 = 0:0102). For the rst two characteristics
the improvements using linear combinations instead of the measurement of the
characteristic are a bit larger, but still small. We have 1 = 0:329 and 2 = 0:334,
while U1=X1 = 0:347 and U2=X2 = 0:371. Although the improvement in the
prediction error seems to be very small, it still results in a gain in yield of a
few percents. The coecients (accurate up to 2 decimals) in the standardized
linear combinations eY 0l = (eYl − 
eYl
)=
eYl
, of the 10 standardized measurementseX 0l = ( eXl − 
eXl
)=
eXl
, are as follows:
eX 01 eX 02 eX 03 eX 04 eX 05 eX 06 eX 07 eX 08 eX 09 eX 010eY 01 0:95 −0:01 −0:19 −0:01 0:18 −0:00 −0:08 0:13 −0:18 −0:09eY 02 0:00 0:93 0:05 0:04 −0:15 0:03 −0:66 0:48 0:06 −0:02eY 06 0:00 0:00 0:00 −0:01 0:00 1:00 −0:00 0:01 −0:00 0:00
From the linear combinations it is not immediately clear which correlated char-
acteristics have the largest correlations with the characteristic of interest. This
is caused by the fact that the characteristics correlated with the characteristic
of interest, are not independent. However, we do see that the measurement of
the characteristic itself gets the highest weight in the linear combination. Es-
pecially in the linear combination corresponding to the 6th characteristic, the
coecient of the measurement of the characteristic itself is much larger than the
other coecients, which is caused by the fact that this characteristic has a very
small measurement error. (Note that 0.00 and −0:00 correspond to coecients
of which the absolute value is less than 0.005.)
If γ equals 20 ppm, then a = 2:85 and the standardized test limits for the linear
combinations eY 01 , eY 02 and eY 06 are t1 = (t1− eY1)=eY1 = 0:86, t2 = (t2− eY2)=eY2 =
1:37 and t6 = (t6 − eY6)=eY6 = 3:01 and the yield equals 74.44%, which is 5.09%
higher than when the measurements themselves are used for inspection. The
actual consumer risk is very close to γ, namely 19.77 ppm. If γ equals 100 ppm,
then a = 2:32 and t1 = 1:03, t2 = 1:54 and t6 = 3:01, and the yield equals
79.99%, which is 4.46% larger than when the measurements themselves are used
for inspection. The consumer risk is equal to 98.66 ppm.
It is clear that using linear combinations for the inspection of an item, results
in a much larger yield than when inspection of the characteristics takes place
by means of their own measurements only. Although the consumer risk if linear
combinations are used is larger than when the measurements of the characteristics
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are used for inspection, even when they are equal, the gain in yield would still be
over 4%.
6 Test limits if parameters are unknown
Together, sections 3 and 4 resulted in a test region
T2 = f~x 2 RkjbTl -1l ~x < l + lsl − a2Zl ; 8 l = 1; : : : ; kg; (6.1)
which gives a consumer risk close to γ if parameters are known. However, in
practice it is more likely that the parameters are unknown. To estimate the
parameters we assume that we have a sample of n items, of which we have two
measurements. So we have observations eXij for i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; 2. The fact
that on each item we have two measurements, makes it possible to estimate the
covariance matrix of the measurement error U. Of course it is possible to have
more than two repeated measurements on each item. Note, however, that the
measurement error is small compared to the total variation in the measurement.
Therefore, it is more useful to measure the items only twice, and to spend the
available budget on two repeated measurements of some additional items instead,
which results in better estimators of the parameters other than 2U0 .
Using the two repeated measurements of n items, the estimators of the pa-
rameters are given by
bUU = 1n
nX
i=1
2X
j=1
(eXij − eXi.)(eXij − eXi.)T;
bX = 1n
nX
i=1
eXi.; bXX = 1n−1
nX
i=1
(eXi.− bX)(eXi.− bX)T − 12bUU;
bbl = bXlX=b2Xl; bal = bX − bblbXl; bl = bXX + bUU − bblbbTl b2Xlbl = bbTl b-1l bbl; bl = bbTl b-1l bal; b2Zl = bbTl b-1l bbl;
(6.2)
where eXi. = (eXi1 + eXi2)=2. Using these estimators, we can estimate the test
region T2 from (6.1) bybT2 = f~x 2 RkjbbTl b-1l ~x < bl + bl − ba2bZl8l = 1; : : : ; kg; (6.3)
where ba2 can be found by plugging in the estimators from (6.2) into (3.5), (3.9),
(4.8), (4.11), (4.13), (4.14), (4.16) and (4.15). Unfortunately, using this estimated
version of the test region results in a consumer risk of which the expected value is
much larger than γ. This phenomenon also occurs in the inspection of one char-
acteristic, using either the measurement of the characteristic itself (see Albers,
Kallenberg and Otten (1994a)) or the measurements of one or more correlated
characteristics (see Albers, Arts and Kallenberg (1998a) and Arts (1998)). To
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ensure that on the long run the average consumer risk does not exceed γ by much,
modication of the test limits btl = bl + blsl −ba2bZl is needed. The modied test
limits are determined in such a way that the expected consumer risk if parameters
are estimated by (6.2), is approximately equal to the consumer risk if parameters
are known, using the test region T2 from (6.1). In determining these modied
test limits, we can benet from using the approximate though explicit test limits
as derived in section 4.1, instead of the exact but numerical result. For technical
details we refer to Arts (1998), here we just give the result. The modied test
region equals
bTu = f~x 2 RkjbbTl b-1l ~x < bl + bl − (ba2 + bdl)bZl8l = 1; : : : ; kg;
where the correction term dl in the test limit for the lth linear combination, is
equal to
dl =
1
4n

21l − 20l + 1240l + 1241l

k(a1)[1 + 2a1k(a1)− a21]
+
1
4n

s4l + 4s
2
l + 1 + (3 + s
2
l )
sl(sl)
(sl)

[k(a1)− a1]
+
1
n
f(12 s2l + k + 1) 1220l − 1221l+ 12[tr(-1l UU)− 1]
+1− 21l + 12 [21ltr(-1l UU) +
1
l
TULl U
-1
l ULl U− 2
4
1l]gk(a1);
where
2ULl
= bTl 
-1
l UU
-1
l bl; ULl U = b
T
l 
-1
l UU;
0l =
lUl
Zl
; 1l =
ULl
Zl
;
and tr(-1l UU) is the trace of 
-1
l UU, i.e. the sum of the diagonal elements of
-1l UU.
In Arts (1998) a simulation study is performed, for the same examples as we
considered in tables 4.1 and 4.2, with a sample size equal to n = 150 in case
two characteristics have to be inspected and a sample size equal to n = 200 in
case three characteristics have to be inspected. From these simulations, we can
conclude that the modication of the test limits works very well: the average
consumer risk using the estimated test region bTu from (6.3), is approximately
equal to the consumer risk using the test region T2 if parameters are known.
That means that just as the consumer risk using T2 if parameters are known, the
expected consumer risk using bTu if parameters are estimated by (6.2), is close to
γ.
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Appendix: Clarication of modied test limit
The conservatism of the test limit based on aU2 is mainly due to neglecting the
events eYr < tr; 8r 6= l in P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r). Instead of neglecting these
events beforehand, we approximate P (Xl > sljeYr < tr8r) = P (Xl > sl; eYl <
tljeYr < tr8r 6= l)/P (eYl < tljeYr < tr8r 6= l) by expanding it in powers of l up to
second order terms (similar to the approximation of CRl from (4.9) that occurs
in (4.10)) and neglect the events eYr < tr8r 6= l only in terms of second order,
i.e. of order 2l . This results in
kP
l=1
n
l
R1
a
f XljeYr<tr8r 6=l(sl)(zl − a)f Zlj Xl=sl;eYr<tr8r 6=l(zl)dzl
P ( Xl < sljeYr < tr8r 6= l)
+Al[Clg2(a) +Dl(a)g1(a)]
o
:
In addition, we neglect the events eYr < tr8r 6= l in the conditional density of Zl,
leading to
kP
l=1
flg1(a) f XljeYr<tr8r 6=l(sl)
P ( Xl < sljeYr < tr8r 6= l) +Al[Clg2(a) +Dl(a)g1(a)]g =
kP
l=1
fAl[g1(a) +Blg1(a) + Clg2(a) +Dl(a)g1(a)]
+lg1(a)
h f XljeYr<tr8r 6=l(sl)
P ( Xl < sljeYr < tr8r 6= l) − f XljXr<sr8r 6=l(sl)P ( Xl < sljXr < sr8r 6= l)
ig;
(A.1)
with Bl from (4.16). Note that if we, just as before, neglect the conditional events
in terms of second order, then the term on the last line of (A.1) vanishes and we
arrive at
CRA(a) :=
kP
l=1
Al[g1(a) +Blg1(a) + Clg2(a) +Dl(a)g1(a)]: (A.2)
With CRA of the same structure as (the approximation of) CRU in (4.12), the
result for a2 can be found similarly as aU2 .
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